NOTE:
1) REFER TO ASSEMBLY BOOK FOR ADAPTER MOD DRAWINGS,
2) LUBRICATION ALL ORINGS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
3) APPLY SILVER STREAK 4000 TO EXTERNAL SPLINE OF INPUT SHAFT,
4) USE LOCTITE F9200 WHEN INSTALLING EXP. PLUGS, P/N 912643
5) USE LOCTITE 687 WHEN INSTALLING DIPSTICK
6) DO NOT USE LOCTITE ON PUMP PADS,
7) TIGHTEN 1/2" SCREWS 100 FT LBS,
8) TIGHTEN 5/16" SCREWS 210 FT LBS,
9) OIL MUST MEET API LS SPEC: OVG020, EQUIVALENT
10) WHEN ORDERING PARTS REFER TO THE DURST SERVICE MANUAL,

CAUTION
Always remove key from keyway before removing cover...
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